Should computed tomography of the chest be recommended in the medical certification of professional divers?
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Chest CT should not be used in the assessment of fitness to dive

Toklu et al have raised the question of whether routine high resolution computed tomographic (CT) scanning of the chest should form part of the initial diving medical examination for occupational divers. The authors make this proposition in discussing their series of three divers in which pulmonary abnormalities were discovered on high resolution CT scan after occupational diving incidents. One case involved a bulla, the second multiple air cysts, and the last a subpleural bleb. The authors assume that the initial mechanism of injury in each case was pulmonary barotrauma associated with the lesions revealed.

One could argue whether the second and third cases may have involved arterialisation of venous bubbles rather than pulmonary barotrauma, but any uncertainty does not invalidate consideration of the authors’ contentsions. It is widely agreed that lung cysts, bullae, and blebs may all predispose to pulmonary barotrauma, and most authorities recommend disqualification from diving if such lesions are found.

This report adds to others in which CT scans have revealed pulmonary abnormalities in diving accident victims where chest radiographs did not. It has also managed a similar case of apparently undervalued arterial gas embolism after years of uneventful diving in a healthy man with a normal chest radiograph. Subpleural blebs were discovered on incidental CT scan several years later.

Pulmonary barotrauma in divers often occurs in the provocative setting of uncontrolled ascent, with rapid gas expansion and the potential for high transaltracheal pressures. It is estimated that a normal lung will rupture if a transaltracheal pressure of 75–80 mm Hg is exceeded, and pulmonary structural predisposition is not needed to explain such incidents. Prevention of such cases should focus on psychological suitability for underwater work, training, equipment reliability, and operational diving practice. Where barotrauma initially appears “undeserved”, as in the cases of Toklu et al, however, it is particularly tempting to search for predisposing pathology and assume cause and effect if lesions are discovered. Caution is necessary with such an approach as it tends to produce a self supporting literature. To better estimate risk would require at least several major case series from which the incidence of the purported predisposing factor(s) could be reliably estimated and compared with the incidence in suitable control populations. Herein lies a major limitation; no such large series exist in the diving medicine literature, and rapidly evolving medical imaging technology has not been matched with publication of the findings on control populations of healthy normals let alone divers specifically.

“It is clear that widespread high resolution imaging of divers would disqualify many who would never have an accident”

More structural abnormalities are revealed with higher resolution imaging, and this will create a problem with the increasing use of digital radiology as well as with increased use of CT scanning: more and more potential and rapidly evolving medical imaging technology has not been matched with publication of the findings on control populations of healthy normals let alone divers specifically.

It is clear that widespread high resolution imaging of divers would disqualify many who would never have an incident, were current recommendations on fitness to dive followed. It is not at all clear whether this would bring about any reduction in pulmonary barotrauma incidents. Further, as Gorman has recently pointed out, the entire principle of using exclusionary criteria in occupational medical examinations for divers is fundamentally at odds with both the principles of individual risk assessment and the various forms of human rights and disabled persons legislation that require access to employment unless irreversible and excessive risk can be proven.

Recommendation exclusion of divers with lung cysts, bullae, or blebs has been based on mechanistic speculation and the lack of these features in healthy young people compared with the case reports and small case series in which such features have been detected at post mortem, by radiography and now CT scan in divers who have suffered arterial gas embolism, pneumothorax, or pneumomediastinum. Although lung bullae and cysts continue to be listed as contraindications to diving fitness in the well researched 2003 British Thoracic Society guidelines, one of the authors of that report has previously argued that cysts and bullae may not predispose to barotrauma on the basis that ventilated spaces should empty in all but the most extreme ascents, and non-ventilated spaces should not expand to exceed their starting volume. Further, it may not be valid to consider all of these abnormalities together. In the field of aviation medicine, cysts and bullae of presumed degenerative, infective or congenital origin may be individually considered depending on the nature of the proposed aviation exposure and the behaviour of such lesions as shown by imaging during ventilation or even hypobaric chamber exposure. Small subpleural blebs are commonly found in patients with spontaneous pneumothorax, and these are considered a separate risk category from those with intrapulmonary lesions.

It is interesting to note that the literature on spontaneous pneumothorax also includes argument as to whether subpleural blebs do or do not predict increased risk, at least of recurrence of pneumothorax. In divers it does seem likely that there is some association, but it may well be that blebs and bullae are markers for at risk lungs rather than the actual site of lung rupture. After more provocative ascents, blebs may be the result rather than the cause of the incident. Without the availability of cases with imaging both before and after the incident, this is difficult to confirm.
Current expert opinion seems to be that a major underlying predisposing factor for lung barotrauma is likely to be scarring, fibrosis, or decreased tissue compliance, especially where this is non-homogeneous. This is thought to predispose to development of shear forces as the lung expands, risking tears occurring in the bronchiolar lining. It is also reasonable to hypothesise that there may be variability in the tensile strength of lung tissue across the population, and within any one lung this factor may be relatively homogeneous or variable. The variability of these characteristics of compliance homogeneity and tensile strength together could result in a wide range of susceptibility or resistance to pulmonary barotrauma, even in apparently healthy people. This proposal would also be consistent with findings in cases of primary spontaneous pneumothorax where half of otherwise healthy sufferers have no identified blebs or other structural predisposing factors. In divers having CT scans, Denison has reported on cases of pneumomediastinum developing during the deep breathing involved in the scan. It can even be speculated that microrupture of the lung is a relatively common and perhaps even “normal” event, which usually has no clinical consequences if the result is at worst a small air leak into the local interstitial tissues, which self-seal and heals asymptotically. If decompression were to occur during such a time, however, the expansion of air in the lungs might very easily produce a significant temporary air leak even with a relatively controlled ascent rate. If these theories are correct, functional compliance testing and imaging for fibrosis rather than for abnormal air spaces may prove more predictive of barotrauma risk.

Toklu et al accept that CT scanning at all examinations would be impractical and suggest restriction to the initial medical examination only, especially in those with a history of smoking or lung infection. It seems apparent that even this cannot be supported in the current environment. Given the relative rarity of pulmonary barotrauma and the frequency with which we could expect to find abnormality, screening CT would not only be unjustifiably costly in financial terms but also in terms of potential divers unnecessarily excluded from an occupation or recreation to which they might be well suited.

Questions about the true association of cysts, bullae, and blebs with risk for divers will not go away, however. Rather, they will present an increasingly common dilemma for medical assessors of both occupational and recreational divers, given trends towards individualised risk assessment and continuing improvements in technology. More diver treatment facilities need to build on the reports of Tetzlaff et al comparing findings of thoracic CT scans from pulmonary barotrauma cases with those from divers presenting for other reasons. Centralised registries of diving accident data would enable compilation of sufficiently large case numbers to gain a better idea of any associations. It is hoped that important denominator information will also become available if sufficient medical examiners respond to Watt’s call for submission of medical examination reports to his pulmonary risk evaluation audit. Relatively rare conditions such as pulmonary barotrauma require very large data sets to indicate any significant associations, and the greatest potential probably lies in the hope that more countries adopt a centralised system of occupational diver medical examination assessment and data management such as that established in New Zealand. Until more information is available, it will be important for those interpreting high resolution imaging findings not to jump to the conclusion that any lesion detected should automatically indicate unfitness to dive.